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Key Focus: a foundation of unity under one God and Father of all. We are building to an
understanding of how each gifting is necessary in the life blood of the church and how God is
"the leader" and our actions are interconnected under Him. 
Key Focus: What are the gifts and why do they exist? Make sure equipping and maturation is
discussed. 

There are 5 gifts given: Apostles, Prophets, Evangelists, Shepherd, Teachers 
They are equipping and building gifts for the body of Christ not personal glory gifts.
The head is Christ. The rest of us make up the body, working together and growing at His lead. 

Read Eph. 4:1-16 (with 3/3rd)
****Below are Notes for Discipler/Coach****

Helpful Hints 
Be careful not to give the impression that one gifting is more important than another or more
valuable for a student to be. They are all necessary.

Likewise, keep in mind that this is a matter of spectrum: we all exist layered in different ways in the
fivefold (which this lesson discusses) and its ok if every student does not quite get how they are
wired. Don't assume every student will have themselves figured out by the end of the lesson. 

3 Key Points To Highlight:

Each of these giftings is necessary; each is important. If one decides to overpower the others, a
discovery group or church will operate in an unbalanced way. It's worth noting that leadership in 
 groups and churches isn't about hierarchy and power but about Jesus and what He is doing. 

Exercise part 1: In the pages to come, you should see each of the 5 gifts listed with 7 core functions
underneath. Take 10 minutes to read back through these functions. Next to each write a number, 0,
1, 2 or 3 based on how strongly you identify with this function. If you do not identify at all, write a 0.
If you identify super strongly, write a 3. For each gift add up the 7 numbers to create a score. Then
draw interlocking circles (Think Venn Diagram) of different sizes to display scores.  Bring the scores
and diagram back to coach or group!
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****This section to be completed on own and brought back****



THE APOSTLE

Expand the kingdom of God. In fact they tend to prioritize the "sent" nature of the church.
Expand movement. They tend to lack an understanding of the church that's not reproducing
exponentially. 
Keenly focused on their specific vision and mission.
 Design healthy and sustainable organization. Organization is necessary in movements and the
apostle tends to be uniquely wired to produce simple, scalable and contextual structures.
Guarding core values, vision and mission. The apostle knows what they have been called to and
intentionally strives to live this out.
Innovate. And then innovate again. Apostles tend not to be satisfied with the status quo,
particularly where it fails to actively pioneer. As such innovation is vital to the work of an apostle.
Network widely and globally. Build relationships personally and organizationally that help them
expand movement, break new and further the kingdom of God. 

Turn communities to God. They do this through worship, through prayer and through
encouraging obedience to the things God is saying.
Connect to the heart of God. They do their best to understand and translate the complex
realities of God (His passion, thirst for justice, surprising mercy, etc). 
Bring focus to our obedience towards God. As God speaks, prophets continue to encourage
communities to respond.
Constantly point to the deep love of God for His people. Its not just about obedience and
striving; prophets know the love of God for His people and call this out. 
Cry out for repentance. The church, like any other community, likely will not be perfect. Prophets
are their to cry out for repentance when repentance is necessary.
Speak truth to power. Prophets know and use their voice regardless of who they might be
speaking to. They unashamedly call out false religion, abuse and injustice wherever necessary.
Remain sensitive to the reality of spiritual warfare. 

T

Literally apostle means “sent one.” Apostles are often called pioneers or innovators that seek to
extend the kingdom of God all around them. And by "all around them" its important to note that
typically means everywhere. Apostles tend to know no boundaries. Specifically they:

Discussion: Have you known any apostles? How did they work these functions out? 

The Prophet is the gifting focused on maintaining a deep, heart-oriented connection to God. In Old
Testament language, they guarded the covenant relationship that God had with his people. The
function similarly today with the new covenant in mind. They tend to be passionate about what God
is passionate about: justice, righteousness, holiness. Specifically they: 

Discussion: Have you known any prophets? How did they work these functions out? 

THE PROPHET
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THE EVANGELIST

They are storytellers, recruiters and people that others love being around. Specifically they:
Communicate the gospel in everything. They make it accessible, culturally relevant and
personally needed. They get responses when they share!
Are able to invite others into all that they do. They naturally attract others into what they do.
They are culturally relevant. Evangelism that makes sense knows how to use culture - think of
Paul and his sermon about the unknown God! Evangelists know how to speak to the culture
around them.
Develop lots of salty statements. These are simple expressions of the gospel that create a lot of
interest as they are shared.
Brand movements and organizations in helpful ways. They know how others view the work that is
going on and are able to draw attention to appropriate messaging. Branding is about
communicating the appropriate message which is core to the desire of an evangelist.
Model Gospel witness. They are typically the first and boldest witnesses to the work of the
gospel in a community.
Recruit. By definition, evangelists recruit to the cause of Jesus; by extension, this allows them to
connect a movement / church / organization to the cause of Jesus and recruit for them. 

Encourage community bonding. They help communities grow together through developing
relationships centered on Jesus and love for one another. 
Model community witness. They are willing to live by the example and power of Jesus and
nurture their communities to do this as well.
Seek the wellbeing of their community. It might be practically taking care of the sick, praying
specifically for healing or tending to the mental and emotional wellbeing of a community.
Radically inclusive. They understand that Jesus chooses his church rather people, even if they
look different and have different backgrounds. 
Master discipleship. They regular engage the community to see that they are being made into
disciples of Jesus as they make other disciples of Jesus.
Restore the family of God. Where their is disharmony or disunity, shepherds seek reconciliation,
just as God sought reconciliation with us. 
Build deeply loving community. 

T

The Evangelist lives declaring the gospel. This is what they live and breathe.

Discussion: Have you known any apostles? How did they work these functions out? 

Shepherds develop healthy, sustainable communities of people. They intentionally build deep and
meaningful relationships. They are committed to nurture individuals and communities. Specifically
they:

Discussion: Have you known any shepherds? How did they work these functions out? 

THE SHEPHERD
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THE TEACHER

Seek wisdom and understanding first and foremost. Most of their time is spent working at this.
They are naturally curious and inquisitive because of this.
Love the Word of God and pass that on. They devote themselves to knowing the Word deeply and
then passing that on to others.
Encourage lots of God-talk. They want their communities to think about and process God and
will always bring it up.
Build tools and resources for learning and sharing. Being able to share what they have learned is
critical to the heart of the Teacher and they are wired to develop useful ways to do it. 
Encourage communities to not just think but live. Knowledge isn't the goal but obedience to the
work of God in each of our lives. Good Teachers know this and integrate it into what they do.
Build meaningful traditions and rituals. These often encourage ongoing, generational learning
practices because it's something the teacher can teach others to do who teach others to do
(and they know how and when to do them!).
Lead communities in lifelong learning. Teachers are passionate about lifelong learning and
encourage the best of this within their communities. 

T

The Teacher loves to know. They love wisdom and revelation. And they love seeing those around
them connected to these things. They seek to bring guidance and see that it is passed on to others.
Specifically they:

Discussion: Have you known any teachers? How did they work these functions out? 

Use the space below to tally your scores and draw your circles!

(With Coach) = Exercise part 2: This exercise is designed to see the gifts as a spectrum rather than
hard and fast "rules". Most people are going to be a blend of different groups rather than 100% one
and 0% on the others. Share numbers and diagram and discuss! 

THE SCORECARD
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